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Executive summary
This report sets out the current and future estimated parking demand and supply in the south-west
of the central city. It specifically focusses on the estimated number of car parks required for the
proposed Metro Sport Facility (MSF) and the potential long term shortfall of parking supply in the
health precinct. This is primarily a ‘steady-state’ report and therefore does not consider the full
impact on parking during the construction of major infrastructure.
Analysis of the MSF parking demand estimates, and Ōtākaro’s preliminary design supply of 550 parks
indicates that there could be sufficient parking during peak hours approximately 60% of the time. To
accommodate for overflow, there is unmetered, unrestricted parking nearby.
From the analysis performed, it was also identified that there could be a significant shortfall of
parking within the health precinct in the long term. This shortfall could be up to 2,900 parks during
the construction of the new health facilities, and up to 2,000 in the long term.
A number of potential solutions have been identified, including a new parking building (considered
on various sites), park-and-ride options, and efficiencies that could be obtained from the key parties
sharing parking resources (when their demand peaks do not coincide) .
These potential solutions have been evaluated against the critical success factors of: strategic fit,
value for money, user affordability, facility proximity, traffic impact and achievability.
Based on the results of the evaluation, the key options (not mutually exclusive) to explore further
are:
 CDHB finding a partner to build a total of 1,000 to 1,400 car parks on CDHB land;
 MSF providing car parks up to a practical maximum of 650; and
 Implementing technology to allow for shared use of car parks.
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Introduction
The Christchurch Mayor and Greater Christchurch Regeneration Minister have asked officials to
prepare a comprehensive business case for car parking solutions for the south-west central city. This
includes consideration of the demand from Canterbury District Health Board (CDHB), Metro Sport
Facility (MSF), South Frame and other nearby facilities.
Development Christchurch Limited (DCL) is leading the preparation of this business case, working
closely with CDHB, Ōtākaro Limited (Ōtākaro), the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet
(DPMC), Christchurch City Council (the Council), and Regenerate Christchurch (RC) as required.
This report has been prepared in order to summarise the key issues, including:
 Estimated current and future demand for parking in the area;
 Estimated current and future parking supply in the area;
 Key issues from the current mix of demand and supply;
 A long list of potential options;
 Evaluation of the potential options;
 An indicative preferred way forward; and
 Examples of other events parking solutions.
This is primarily a ‘steady-state’ report and therefore does not consider the full impact on parking
during the construction of major infrastructure.
The data for user demand is based on estimates from the information available, with a focus on
Aurecon’s July 2016 ‘Preliminary Design Report – Stage 2’ for MSF and the Urbis October 2015
‘Integrated Transport Assessment’ over the Christchurch Hospital and associated health precinct.
Furthermore, the method developed for calculating parking requirements (based on user demand) is
also an estimate, resulting in a “broad estimate” for parking demand profiles, as provided by various
parties. DCL therefore takes no responsibility for the accuracy of the forecast demand and supply. A
low level of confidence can be provided by this report, with further analysis required for increased
certainty.
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Summary of estimated current and future demand
Set out below is a summary of the key drivers and estimated levels of demand within the south-west
central city including:
- Ōtākaro: Metro Sport Facility (MSF)
- CDHB: Hospital
- Other local parking demand

1. Ōtākaro: Metro Sport Facility (MSF)
Weekday demand

MSF weekday demand 1

Based on Aurecon’s assessment of the
500
‘Preliminary Design’ the estimated peak demand
400
for parks in an average weekday is 4801.
300
Demand is expected to increase through the
200
day, particularly in the after school and after
work period, with peak demand from 5pm-6pm. 100
The estimate of 480 parks is based on average
12 a.m. 3 a.m. 6 a.m. 9 a.m. 12 p.m. 3 p.m.
th
expected use, however the 85 percentile of
modelled demand could be 50% higher than the average2, or approximately 750.

6 p.m.

9 p.m.

It is important to note that there is uncertainty in both the forecast user demand, and the mode of
transport assumptions.

Weekend demand
Typical weekend patronage is expected to be
33% higher3 than a weekday, however peak
parking demand is expected to be a similar level,
with the peak demand occurring between 11am
and 12pm. It is anticipated that people will be
more likely to use other forms of transport, such
as public transport, carpooling etc in the
weekend. This excludes special events.

MSF weekend demand3
500
400
300
200
100
12 a.m. 3 a.m.

6 a.m.

9 a.m. 12 p.m. 3 p.m.

6 p.m.

9 p.m.

Weekday and weekend demand is primarily for short stay parking, although a small proportion of
long stay parking is expected to be required for staff. Whilst these estimates exclude demand for
outdoor activity areas, Ōtākaro have commented that the current design for outdoor activity areas is
largely to support indoor activity, and is not likely to generate significant parking demand by itself.

Demand methodology
Aurecon has developed its peak demand estimates based on its knowledge of proposed activities,
supported by trip generation and parking data where available. After investigating Beca’s Integrated
Transport Analysis, which used a variety of sources, Aurecon determined that the most reliable
method of estimation was analysis of the TRICS database4 using the New Zealand and Australian
Trips and Parking Database Bureau. This results in a peak parking estimate of 1.7 parks per 100m 2 of
ground floor area4, derived from total users, with regard to the AAC Transport Modelling Report
1

Table 1, Aurecon Transport Engineering – Preliminary Design Report, July 2016
Figure 25, Aurecon Integrated Transport Assessment, March 2016
3
Figures 1 & 2, Aurecon Engineering Concept Report – Pedestrian Planning, March 2016
4
Section 2.1, Aurecon Transport Engineering – Preliminary Design Report, July 2016
2
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estimates of transport modes to and from the central city (44% car driver, 24% car passenger, 20%
public transport and 12% cycling)5. The estimate was also benchmarked against facilities of a similar
nature in Christchurch and of a comparable size in Australia.

Operator Considerations
CCC, as the operator, has demand expectations based on its experience with running similar facilities
(such as QEII Park) and the associated knowledge of expected users. It considers that the first barrier
to using such a facility is accessibility, and therefore, in order to attract as many users as possible,
there should be sufficient parking for most users. It also considers that due to the nature of the
activities, other forms of transport are less appealing.
CCC considers that an acceptable parking supply would provide for peak demand up to the 75 th
percentile, which equates to approximately 650 parks.

Events
The MSF plans currently anticipate 1,000 spectator seats for the pool, and 2,500 spectator seats for
the show courts. If two events are held simultaneously in both venues, there could be up to 5,000
patrons at the facility (including standard community use)6. Based on the anticipated weekend travel
profile, this could create additional demand for approximately 1,100 car parks.

Construction
Ōtākaro estimate that 250 to 300 workers could be on site during the construction of MSF, expected
to be from 2017 to 2020. Given the site layout, it is expected that parks for some of these workers
can be supplied by utilising the existing gravel lot to the south-west of the property with the
remainder to be serviced by a park-and-ride service provided by the key contractor. Ōtākaro expect
some additional pressure on the on-street parking during this time.

Willingness to pay
In considering demand it is important to consider a user’s willingness to pay for parking. Council is
committed to providing free parking to users of the facility, in line with similar albeit smaller facilities
in Christchurch. It is believed that MSF users may have a low willingness to pay for parking at the
facility. However, for an equitable parking system, it could be important to implement technology
and controls that limit non-MSF users from accessing the free parking, and/or limit MSF users free
parking duration.

2. CDHB: Hospital
Staff
Long stay staff parking is the largest component of parking in relation to CDHB requirements,
ranging from approximately 60% to 90% of total parking demand through the day. There are over
5,000 people employed by CDHB on the Christchurch hospital campus, in addition to approximately
1,000 contracted services staff on site. This equates to a total estimated number of 2,650 employees
on site at peak. The results of a recent staff survey indicate that approximately 60% of staff use a car
to get to and from work.
Parking demand appears to be highest when the afternoon shift staff arrival overlaps with the day
shift staff leaving from 2pm to 4pm. As the day staff parking building is already full, the afternoon

5
6

Figure 1, Aurecon Transport Engineering – Preliminary Design Report, July 2016
2.3.2, Aurecon Engineering Concept Report – Pedestrian Planning, March 2016
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shift workers currently park in the lot adjacent to the MSF land. This also coincides with a peak for
early afternoon hospital visiting hours of 2pm to 9pm.
Consideration for nurses’ parking must include the security requirements in their union contract.
Their contract agreement stipulates that they will be provided with a secure, well lit area for afterhours parking close to the hospital. Anecdotally, public transport is not appealing for night shift
nurses (despite the proposed development of a ‘super stop’ outside the hospital) as security cannot
be provided at the end of the bus ride to their home, at around midnight. Furthermore, due to the
nature of the work, staff finishing times are not always precise and security arrangements must be
flexible to assist where possible with escorts to parking areas.
Other considerations include parking requirements for on-call and emergency staff. Currently there
is a ‘drive and drop’ system where staff can leave their cars on the hospital grounds, with a security
guard to monitor the areas, and if necessary, move their cars to the staff car park.
The staff survey also revealed that roughly 1,200 staff bike to work, the second most popular
method to driving, however there are only 800 secure bike parks on site. As a result, staff are locking
their bikes in unsecured locations, and bike theft is common. This somewhat limits the capacity for
more staff to choose cycling over driving, however, secure bike parking was not identified as a
significant barrier in the March 2016 Christchurch Hospital Travel Survey. CDHB has advised that
further secure parking for bikes is planned next to the existing staff car parking building.

Patients
Short stay patient parking is the next most
significant parking requirement for CDHB. The
main hospital sees 180 to 200 general
admissions and discharges per day along with
200 to 300 appointments in the emergency
department.
Christchurch Women’s Hospital currently has
5,500 births a year with most patients in and
out, or transferred to another hospital within 24
to 48 hours.

Hospital weekday demand
2,500
2,000
1,500
1,000
500
12 a.m. 3 a.m. 6 a.m. 9 a.m. 12 p.m. 3 p.m. 6 p.m. 9 p.m.
Demand estimate per Urbis

Demand estimate per staff survey

Visitors
On average there are 2.5 visits per patient per
day, across each of the 500 beds. The peak
visiting time during the week is around 10am
for relatives and early afternoon for general
visitors7.

Hospital weekend demand
2,500
2,000
1,500
1,000

In October 2015 Urbis performed an Integrated
500
Transport Assessment on the Christchurch
Hospital Acute Services Building (but within the
12 a.m. 3 a.m. 6 a.m. 9 a.m. 12 p.m. 3 p.m. 6 p.m. 9 p.m.
context of the parking and traffic needs of the
Demand estimate per Urbis
Demand estimate per staff survey
wider health precinct including the planned key
developments). This report formed the view that the peak demand for car parks is currently 1,325
parks, between 3pm and 4pm. This forms the red ‘demand estimate per Urbis’ in the charts opposite
7

Urbis Integrated Transport Assessment, October 2015
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(Scenario A). Some of the key testing within this assessment was performed on a public holiday, and
therefore CDHB believes that this estimate could be understated. The higher demand estimate (red
plus yellow, Scenario B) is primarily based on the results of the staff survey, and other information
available on patient and visitors volumes, in order to provide a range of possible demand.

Construction
CDHB is expecting 800 contractors to be on site at the peak of the Acute Services Building (ASB)
construction. Construction companies tendering have been told their staff and contractors cannot
park nearby. Furthermore, there is a demand for parking from contractors fixing residual earthquake
damage. While there are 10 parks available to be permitted daily, the demand for these parks is
much higher. This is logistically difficult as many contractors prefer easy access to the tools kept in
their vehicles, but may be towed if they park on-site in non-allocated parking spaces. Other
construction will be required for the growth discussed below, but is not expected to create as much
demand as the ASB construction. Based on Ministry of Transport data for Canterbury we have
assumed that 75%8 of the contractors drive to work, and therefore generate demand for 600 parks.

Health precinct growth
There are a number of new facilities planned for the health precinct. While it is unknown what the
final demand will be (as tenders and business cases for facilities are at various stages), there is
expected to be an increase in overall volume from the new facilities, and growth from the city.
Urbis consider that the net impact on car parking demand from the four known new facilities is an
increase from 1,325 to 1,800 parks by 2025, noting that demand is primarily driven by growth in
patient numbers. This could increase with further development in the precinct.
Currently new facilities include:
 An Acute Services Building (ASB) is being built behind the existing Women’s Hospital (CDHB);
 An Outpatients facility is being built on the Oxford-Tuam-Antigua triangle. This is expected
to cater for up to 450,000 appointments per year (CDHB);
 A Health Research Education Facility (HREF) is being relocated to Antigua Street, opposite
the Outpatients facility. This is expected to be used by up to 3,000 people at any one time
after a growth phase; and
 CDHB corporate office has recently been relocated to Oxford Terrace. This is a recently
refurbished building with no parking and is anticipated to house 300 staff when the transfer
is completed.

Willingness to pay
Given the existing staff parking building, associated waiting list and the current willingness to pay for
park-and-ride, there is an established precedent for some level of a willingness to pay for parking.
Current charges are $5 for park-and-ride, $20 per week for the staff parking building, and $2 per use
for the afternoon car park.
Despite an apparent willingness to pay, CDHB has commented that it doesn’t want to be negatively
perceived as making excessive money from parking (particularly from patients). Furthermore, there
8

Ministry of Transport P006 Mode share of journey to work by region 2010-14 (Full-time workers aged 16+,
journeys commencing 6am - 9.30am)
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3. Other local parking demand
Netball
Demand for parking from the netball centre is primarily on Saturday mornings in winter. From 8am
to 2pm the 34 courts are used at close to capacity with approximately 20 players per court, plus
spectators, creating a demand estimate of approximately 300 parks at peak. Weekday use consists
of teams training after school or work, resulting in an estimated demand of up to 100 parks. These
times inherently clash with the peak times of MSF parking demand, however some demand could be
transferred to MSF given the inclusion of nine netball courts in the design. Currently the parking is
primarily on-street in the city blocks adjacent to the courts.

Hagley Oval
Hagley Oval has capacity for crowds of up to 20,000 people9. Currently the facility operator
recommends the use of the Deans Ave park-and-ride to get to the venue, however many people
appear to prefer to park on-street and walk in from wherever they can find park. This only has a
significant impact when events are held during standard business hours.
The venue also hosts smaller events, however these are not considered to have a material impact on
the surrounding parking.

Hagley College
Hagley College has limited off-street parking available for staff and students on Hagley Ave and
Stewart St. Anecdotally they do not have enough parks on site and therefore utilise some of the
street parking in the area. For the purpose of this summary we consider the impact immaterial and
have not attempted to quantify it.

South-west central city parking
Based on the current Council surveys there are up to 2,000 (predominantly long stay) cars parking in
the south west central city, not relating to the hospital or MSF. Based on current parking levels,
minimal additional short stay and long stay demand is projected outside of the health and MSF
zones10.

North of the river
New buildings such as the PwC Centre and other commercial buildings located in an area termed the
‘West End’ may increase local demand for parking, and put pressure on the supply of parking south
of the river. However, there are other parking buildings planned such as for the former King Edwards
Barracks site which could service some of this demand. Given the highly uncertain nature of the
future net demand and supply balance in this area, we have not attempted to quantify it for this
report.

4. Demand summary
Below is the summary of current and future estimated demand (weekday) for car parks at the
relative peak of each area. We have also included the overall peak for the day, largely influenced by
the hospital peak (and is therefore not the sum of the individual components):

9

https://hagleyoval.co.nz/about/ground-specifications/
Christchurch central parking plan 2015

10
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Scenario A
MSF
Hospital (Scenario A)
Hospital (construction)
Netball
South-west central city
Aggregate peak
Scenario B
MSF
Hospital (Scenario B)
Hospital (construction)
Netball
South-west central city
Aggregate peak

Peak period
6-7pm
2-3pm
9am-5pm
6-7pm
9am-5pm
2-3pm
Peak period
6-7pm
2-3pm
9am-5pm
6-7pm
9am-5pm
2-3pm

Existing
(2015-2018)
0
1,325
0
100
2,000
3,325

Short Term
(2018-2020)
0
1,600
600
100
2,000
4,200

Mid-Long
Term (2020+)
480
1,800
0
100
2,000
3,980

Existing
(2015-2018)
0
2,210
0
100
2,000
4,210

Short Term
(2018-2020)
0
2,590
600
100
2,000
5,190

Mid-Long
Term (2020+)
480
2,860
0
100
2,000
5,045

Scenario A is based on the Urbis demand estimate, whereas Scenario B is primarily based on the
staff survey, and other information available.
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Summary of current and future supply
1. Metro Sport Facility (MSF)
The MSF site currently holds 580 at grade parks as a Wilson car park. When construction starts these
parks will be no longer available to the public, however the site is expected to provide some car
parks for the construction workers required for the build. The preliminary design of the MSF project
includes provision of is a 550 car parks at grade. This base case supply is above the expected typical
weekday peak, providing sufficient parking during peak hours approximately 60%11 of the time.

MSF site

Existing
(2015-2017)
580

Short Term
(2017-2020)
0

Mid-Long
Term (2020+)
550

Traffic impacts:
While the base case for parking is set at 550, there are traffic implications that need to be
considered depending on the configuration of the Moorhouse Avenue intersections. Network
analysis has indicated that an acceptable level of local road network performance can be achieved
with up to 650 spaces on the MSF site in association with the signalisation of the Stewart StreetMoorhouse Avenue ‘T’ intersection. It is understood that this is currently the preferred access
arrangement to Moorhouse Avenue.
Intersection configuration
AntiguaStewartMoorhouse
Moorhouse
Existing (signalised) Existing Left-in Leftout (LILO)
Existing (signalised) Signalised
LILO for MCR
Existing (LILO)
LILO for MCR
Signalised

PM peak results for 550 car parks12
Modest traffic
Threshold of high
impact
traffic impact
550
650
650
-

800
550
550

City plan:
The guidelines within the City Plan state that “Other than the Central City Residential Zone, if parking
is provided, the Parking Area of a site shall be no greater than 50% of the Gross Leasable Floor Area
of the buildings on the site13.” Based on the current design, Ōtākaro has estimated that this
provision would limit the on-site car parking to 560 lots14.

2. Hospital
CDHB has the following car parks available/forecast:

Existing main campus
ASB lower parking level
ASB ground parking level
Staff parking building
St Asaph Street site
11

Existing
(2015-2017)
91
0
0
423
63

Short Term
(2017-2020)
91
35
62
423
86

Mid-Long
Term (2020+)
91
35
62
423
86

Assuming a normal distribution of parking demand
Table 3, Aurecon Transport Engineering Preliminary Design, July 2016
13
2.4.1 Car Parking space numbers - All Zones within the Central City (except within the Core), City plan
Volume 3, Part 13 Transport.
14
Section 2.3 Aurecon Transport Engineering Preliminary Design, July 2016
12
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Afternoon car park (St Asaph)
Total

184
761

0
697

0
697

The current CDHB staff parking building has capacity of 423 parks with 1,900 registered users
permitted to use the building. There is currently a one year waiting list to become a registered user.
Similarly, the afternoon car park has capacity for 180 parks with 900 registered users.
Secure bike parking is fully utilised at peak, with people locking bikes to fences and poles during
these times. While there is further secure bike parking in the staff parking building, it is underutilised
as people appear to prefer to have close building access if they are biking.
The hospital also utilises a park-and-ride service discussed below.

3. Street parking
CCC has provided the following data on other publically available parking in the area:

MSF zone
Health zone

Existing
(2015-2017)
1,342
544

Short Term
(2017-2020)
1,342
427

Mid-Long
Term (2020+)
1,342
427

Total
1,886
1,769
1,769
Current occupancy levels during business hours appear to be around 80%-90% in the ‘Health zone’
and 60%-70% in the ‘Metrosport zone’. Refer to appendix A for the zone definition.
It should be noted that MSF peak use occurs outside of standard business hours, and therefore onstreet parking could provide some overflow supply to MSF users when peak use is at above average
levels. Of the parking above, there is currently over 600 unmetered, unrestricted car parks available
in the metrosport zone15 to cater for excess demand (an 85th percentile demand results in
approximately 200 cars requiring parks outside of MSF). It is important to note that these parks
cannot be controlled by MSF, and there is a risk that available parking could reduce over time with
further city development.

South of Moorhouse
The parking to the south of Moorhouse Ave is well utilised during standard business hours16,
however could provide some overflow capacity for weekends and events such as Saturday netball.
A plan to use this area as an overflow resource would require safe and easy pedestrian crossings to
be in place.

4. Park-and-ride
Sale yards
There are currently 750 spaces available at the temporary park-and-ride on Deans Avenue, with a
free shuttle to the hospital or Hagley Oval events. The long term operation of the park-and-ride is
uncertain as the land lease is not secured for the long term. 300 parks are provided for CDHB, with
CDHB reporting high utilisation. Shuttles are taking 700 – 1,000 people per day during weekdays.

15
16

Metrosport short stay supply, CCC Christchurch Parking Model 16A, August 2016
Section 6.6, Aurecon Integrated Transport Assessment, March 2016
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Currently the shuttle service is not equipped to provide a service for disabled people or children
(unless a car seat is brought by the caregiver). The arrangement is currently costing CDHB
approximately
per annum for drivers, petrol and vehicle upkeep.

Deans Avenue

Existing
(2015-2017)
300/750

Short Term
(2017-2020)
-

Mid-Long
Term (2020+)
-

Short Term
(2017-2020)
0
697
1,342
427
2,466

Mid-Long
Term (2020+)
550
697
1,342
427
3,016

5. Supply summary
Below is a summary current and future estimated supply:

Metrosport site
Hospital parking
MSF zone
Health zone
Park-and-ride
Total
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Existing
(2015-2017)
580
761
1,342
544
750
3,977

Key issues
1. Current parking
The graphs below set out the current total estimated weekday demand and supply. Scenario A
relates to a lower hospital demand based on the Urbis report. Scenario B relates to the higher
hospital demand estimate17. The graph shows the ‘nearby’ parking, defined as parking available in
the health and metrosport zones (Refer to appendix A for a map), and the total parking including the
park-and-ride facility.
Weekend demand and supply has not been set out, because the volume of demand is significantly
lower than the weekday volume.
Scenario B - existing weekday demand

Scenario A - existing weekday demand
6,000

6,000

5,000

5,000

4,000

4,000

3,000

3,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

1,000
-

12
2
4
6
8
10 12
2
4
6
8
10
a.m. a.m. a.m. a.m. a.m. a.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.

12
2
4
6
8
10 12
2
4
6
8
10
a.m. a.m. a.m. a.m. a.m. a.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.

Hospital demand (Urbis)

City users

Hospital demand (estimate)

City users

Netball demand

Nearby parking

Netball demand

Nearby parking

Total parking (inc. P&R)

Total parking (inc. P&R)

Recent parking surveys from CCC in the health and metrosport zones reported on-street occupancy
at 80 to 90 per cent and 60 to 70 per cent respectively. Based on this, CCC considers that the health
zone is operating at pragmatic operational capacity. However CDHB is reporting that there is not
enough safe, close affordable parking for all of its users. It also reports that the park-and-ride facility
well utilised during weekdays and the on-street car parking is highly utilised.

2. Parking during construction
The removal of the gravel MSF site will reduce the available supply of public parks in the metrosport
zone. This reduction in publicly available parking, plus the influx of health precinct construction
workers and some MSF workers, could create a large stress on the system with excess demand from
1,500 up to 2,500.
CDHB construction workers, however, are not permitted to park in the health zone during
construction, though it would be naïve to assume they will all comply with this requirement. The
MSF construction team should be able to park on site or use a contractor provided park-and ride.
Some additional pressure is expected from these workers.

17

Ministry of Health were consulted on the draft report and comment that actual CDHB demand is not as high
as illustrated in Scenario B
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Under Scenario A, with a smaller estimate for hospital parking, if most construction workers are not
parking in the area then it appears the system could have small demand excess during business
hours. Under Scenario B, with a higher hospital demand, the system could have significant demand
excess, with any construction workers in the area adding further stress to the system.
Scenario B -weekday demand during
construction

Scenario A -weekday demand during
construction
6,000

6,000

5,000

5,000

4,000

4,000

3,000

3,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

1,000
-

12 a.m. 3 a.m.

6 a.m.

12 a.m. 3 a.m.

9 a.m. 12 p.m. 3 p.m. 6 p.m. 9 p.m.

6 a.m.

9 a.m. 12 p.m. 3 p.m. 6 p.m.
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3. Long term parking (base case)
For this analysis, we have estimated long term demand (2020 to 2025+) based on a scenario where
the new facilities at the hospital and the MSF operate at a steady state. We have removed park-andride from the supply of parks due to the uncertainty over its future.
Scenario A - long term weekday demand

Scenario B - long term weekday demand
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Under both scenarios it appears that there could be significant insufficient parking supply in the
areas during standard business hours.
As well as any potential shortfall noted above it is important to consider the demand impact that
events in MSF or Hagley Oval could cause.
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Long list of options
After assessing the current demand and supply estimates, we have set out a long list of options that
could provide an increase in effective supply.
These options need to be considered in the context of:




The implementation of the ‘An Accessible City’ programme (AAC);
MSF becoming a successful facility; and
CDHB providing accessible, affordable and safe parking for staff, patients and visitors.

1. Parking location and facility
DBOOT
A DBOOT is a Design, Build, Own, Operate and Transfer arrangement where an external party places
a tender to design, build, own and operate a parking building on CDHB or Council land. The
tendering entity would have a set amount of time to operate the parking building as an investment
before ownership and operation of the building is transferred to CDHB/CCC. This was the case with
the previous Christchurch Hospital Parking Building, however the arrangement fell through due to
the earthquake.
This option would arguably reduce the development risk for CDHB, as it would not have to pay
capital or operational costs until it took over the asset (depending on the details of the contract).
This option would also allow service providers to focus on their key area of service (e.g. healthcare)
rather than the distraction of operating a car park.
Such a car park could be at grade or a multi-level parking building. Currently the price of land is
relatively lower compared to the cost to build an equivalent size multi-level building.
CDHB has indicated success for them would be to commission an 800 to 1,000 space DBOOT close to
the hospital to provide both long stay parking for staff and short stay parking for patients and
visitors. Based on construction cost estimates of $720/m2 to $820/m2, such a building could cost
between $16 million and $23 million18, plus the cost of professional fees, and site demolition or
preparation.
Potential locations include:

18

September 2016 QV costbuilder data supplied by CBRE
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ii.
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2. Shared facilities
Park-and-ride
i.

Deans Ave
Spill over parking for the health precinct and major sporting events could continue to be
serviced by a park-and-ride situated on Deans Ave. Currently CDHB does not pay for this site
but the service does require a shuttle. The property is a key site in the rebuild of
Christchurch and securing a lease may become more difficult or expensive as interest
increases.
Park-and-ride can be difficult for disabled people, or those who have children. This could be
solved by having a booking arrangement, in order to secure the correct transport for the
visitor, however this would require additional administrative systems and increase operating
costs.
An alternative consideration is to use a park-and-ride facility for hospital staff. This was tried
by CDHB in the past, but was not financially feasible as the number of staff arriving at one
point in time requires 40 seat busses in order to keep delays reasonable. However, staff
returning from uncertain shift endings were spread out, resulting in around 10% of staff
missing the bus and requiring transport via taxi, which was financially unsustainable. This
arrangement does not suit those who need to work flexibly (e.g. parents who go straight to
get their children from school and don’t want to wait for P&R).

ii.

Former stadium
An alternative location for a park-and-ride service is the former AMI stadium. This is a large,
currently underutilised land area.

iii.

Former Christchurch Women’s Hospital (885 Colombo)
The former Christchurch Women’s Hospital (CWH) site on 885 Colombo St could be used as
the site is currently empty, and under CDHB control. This would likely be a two to three year
solution while a more permanent solution is found. There could be difficulty with a payment
mechanism at this site given the availability of on-street parking in close proximity.
This option, as well as the ‘Former stadium’ option, would be a relatively long distance from
the hospital which could be off-putting to users.

Restart the shuttle service
Restarting the former shuttle service could encourage people to park much further away, in parts of
the central city with less parking pressure if there was a free ride to the hospital.
This service, previously provided free of charge, used to cost Council approximately $1m per year,
and there could be public backlash to charging for the service. Also, Council would need to fund the
capital cost of an entirely new fleet of vehicles, unless a DBOOT arrangement was made with a
developer of a park-and-ride facility.
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Hub and spoke model for bussing
To resolve the issue of safety for people bussing home from the hospital, there could be a hub and
spoke model, where people bus in from well lit, safe suburban hubs, or ‘super stops’ (e.g. Riccarton,
Northlands and Barrington).

3. Synergies
Shared use of MSF
To maximise the use of the MSF car park during off-peak hours, there could be an agreement to
allow some of the day shift nurses to park at MSF. The shift finishes at 3pm in advance of the
expected peak at MSF. This could free up some of the CDHB staff park for the night shift. This would
require some infrastructure to allow for shift work delays but limit overuse, and provide for pricing
mechanisms to manage MSF use.
If there are no other long term significant parking solutions implemented, it appears that any
additional parking on MSF over the preliminary design of 550 could be utilised by other users
throughout the day. As above, some infrastructure would be required to implement appropriate
pricing mechanisms.

MSF use of the CDHB Staff Park on Saturday morning
To allow for spill-over at MSF during weekends, CDHB could open up a level of the staff parking
building for general use. This could require some additional infrastructure to track parking and
potentially a cost sharing arrangement with MSF. CDHB has advised that as the hospital moves
towards an extension of full services to seven days a week, any spare weekend capacity could
reduce.

Shared use of DBOOTs mentioned above
If a third party commits to a DBOOT, then a part of the arrangement could include priority parking
for different users at different times. For example, MSF parking could be free from 5pm on
weekdays and CDHB use prioritised from 9am – 3pm.

Wayfinding and other technology
Even if the number of car parks at MSF was limited to 500 in order to ensure optimal levels of traffic,
there could still be a modest to high impact to traffic if users are not forewarned of a full park before
getting to the parking lot. Placing signs on Moorhouse Ave, and other key routes in, displaying how
many parks are free, and guiding a user to other parking solutions could help to redirect traffic when
the MSF site is near or at capacity. CCC has advised that it is developing a comprehensive central city
wayfinding strategy, which would allow users of any car parking facility to check occupancy on
approach routes and recommended approach routes. It is important for any solution to have the
appropriate technology to allow for flexible use, such as directing different users to specific areas of
a parking lot.
Although there would be some cost associated with this (capital and ongoing) it would help manage
traffic flows near MSF. There is provision for funding of AAC related wayfinding in the Long Term
Plan. Any MSF integrated transport plan should indicate what on and off site wayfinding elements
would be helpful in order to ensure optimum use of the available MSF and other nearby parking
facilities.
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Evaluation of long list
The following critical success factors have been identified in order to evaluate the long list:

Critical success factors







Strategic fit: does it help MSF and CDHB fulfil their roles?
Value for money: what are the upfront and ongoing costs?
User affordability: is the solution affordable for MSF and CDHB users?
Facility proximity: how close is the solution to CDHB?
Traffic impact: does the solution impact traffic to an unacceptable level?
Achievability: How achievable is this option?

Each option in the long list has been evaluated against the identified critical success factors and has
been attributed with a score for each. These have been estimated at a high level as low, medium or
high. A positive result is scored with three points, a medium result two points, and a negative result
is one point. These are then aggregated in an overall score in order to indicate which options could
offer the most potential from further investigation.
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Indicative preferred way forward
Based on the estimated long term supply gap, and the results of the options evaluation above, we
set out an indicative preferred way forward:
CDHB could explore partners to build a total of 1,000 to 1,400 car parks on CDHB land19. Ideally this
would cater for staffing and other long stay requirements, and provide accessible short stay parking
for patients and visitors. In the meantime:
CDHB could continue to use the Deans Ave park-and-ride. If the lease expires, or if there is excess
demand, CDHB could consider opening a park-and-ride facility at the former CWH site.
In line with AAC guidelines, Council could continue to develop suburban hubs (super stops) on bus
routes to allow for a hub-and-spoke model of transport. This would include the Health Precinct as a
key stop.
Ōtākaro, jointly with Council, could explore adding additional car parks up to a practical maximum of
650 spaces on the MSF block. Once MSF is completed, CCC could allow a number of day nurses to
park at MSF, based on an assessed level of excess parking during the day (before 4 p.m.). In the long
term, if patronage and therefore parking demand is higher than expected, a parking building on the
MSF site could still be explored.
While there is still weekend capacity in the CDHB Staff Parking building, CDHB could allow MSF users
to use the facility for any weekend overflow.
It should be noted that this document is a summary of the information available. The accompanying
letter expresses DCL’s position on the preferred way forward.

19

Based on the October 2016 South West Quadrant Vehicle Parking Options report by QTP, it appears that the
network could handle up to 620 parks at MSF, up to 700 on the former Christchurch Hospital Parking building
and up to 700 on the Miles Continental Site.
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Similar examples
We have assessed two examples of inner city events centres for the purposes of assessing the car
parking arrangements. We note that these centres are not primarily for day-to-day use.

Westpac Stadium - Wellington
Westpac Stadium is a 34,500 seat open air stadium in Wellington. There are 750 car parks on site,
managed by Care Park. According to the Westpac Stadium’s website, there is a charge of $30 for
parking at an event ($8 for an exhibition). For day-to-day use Care Park charge $10 for a 12 hour
ticket, or $5 for parking after 2pm.

Vector arena - Auckland
Vector Arena is a 12,000 seat covered arena in Auckland. Arena Car Park is the closest car park and
has over 500 spaces. Arena charge $20 for event parking, or $5 per hour on a normal day.
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Appendix A – Area overview

Health: (Urbis Oct 2015 – Scenario A)
Demand: 1,325 (grows to 1,800 by 2025)
Supply: 761 (decreases to 687)
From: campus, staff building, and street
Required: 498 (grows to 853)
Peak: 9am, early PM on weekdays

West End: (City Parking)
Demand: Growing
Supply: On and off-street
parking
Required: minimal occupancy is on target

Hagley Oval:
Demand: capacity of 20,000
Supply: negligible
From: Suggested Park-and-ride
Peak: events

CCC Health parking zone

Park-and-ride
(P&R): (Urbis)
Supply: 750

Netball:
Demand: (estimate) 700
Supply: negligible on-site
parking

Hagley College:
Demand: unknown
Supply: on-site, on-street

MSF: (Aurecon Mar, Jul 16)
Demand: 550
Supply: Up to 650 on site
(Could be more with
intersection change)
Peak: 5-6pm w/day
11am-12pm w/end

SW City: (City Parking)
Demand: Low-moderate
Supply: On and off-street
parking
Required: minimal occupancy is on target

CCC Metrosport parking zone

South of Moorhouse: (Aurecon Mar 16)
Demand: unknown
Supply: on-street
Additional: none required
Peak: 9-5pm weekdays
Can provide overflow parking for weekends and events
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Appendix B – Supply and demand tables
Set out below are tables summarising the supply and demand for each of the existing, short term
and mid-long term. These tables do not account for the time of day, but show the peak for each
individual constraint. The total is based on the overall daily peak, largely influenced by the hospital
(and is therefore not the sum of the individual components).
Existing demand and supply (2015-2017):
Peak Period
Demand
MSF
Hospital
Hospital (construction)
Netball
South-west central city
Peak demand total
Supply
Metrosport site
Hospital parking
MSF zone
Health zone
Park-and-ride
Supply total
Excess supply/(demand)

6-7pm
2-3pm
9am-5pm
6-7pm
9am-5pm
2-3pm

Scenario A20

Scenario B21

0
1,325
0
100
2,000
3,325

0
2,210
0
100
2,000
4,210

580
761
1,342
544
750
3,977
652

580
761
1,342
544
750
3,977
(233)

Short term demand and supply (2017-2020):
Due to the uncertainty surrounding the future of the park-and-ride in the short term it has been
included in Scenario A only. MSF construction is not included as it is expected to be largely selfcontained either on site or through a contractor supplied park-and-ride.
Peak period
Scenario A
Scenario B
Demand
MSF
Hospital
Hospital (construction)
Netball
South-west central city
Peak demand total
Supply
Metrosport site
Hospital parking
MSF zone
Health zone
Park-and-ride
Supply total
Excess supply/(demand)
20
21

6-7pm
2-3pm
9am-5pm
6-7pm
9am-5pm
2-3pm

0
1,600
600
100
2,000
4,200

0
2,590
600
100
2,000
5,190

0
697
1,342
427
750
3,216
(984)

0
697
1,342
427
0
2,466
(2,724)

Hospital demand estimate per Urbis (lower)
Hospital demand estimate per staff survey and other information available (higher estimate)
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Mid-long term demand and supply (2020+):
Due to the uncertainty surrounding the future of the park-and-ride in the long term it has been
excluded from both scenarios.
Peak period
Scenario A
Scenario B
Demand
MSF (at P60)
Hospital
Hospital (construction)
Netball
South-west central city
Peak demand total
Supply
Metrosport site
Hospital parking
On-street: MSF zone
On-street: Health zone
Park-and-ride
Supply total
Excess supply/(demand)
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6-7pm
2-3pm
9am-5pm
6-7pm
9am-5pm
2-3pm

550
1,800
0
100
2,000
3,980

550
2,860
0
100
2,000
5,045

550
697
1,342
427
0
3,016
(964)

550
697
1,342
427
0
3,016
(2,029)

